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Bella Goes To Sea
Bella the goose lived with William in a cottage by the sea. William 

was a fisherman. He had a big garden with lots of good grass for 

Bella to eat. Sometimes for a treat he took Bella to the Harbour Cafe 

and bought her a milkshake and biscuits. But whenever William went 

to sea, Bella had to stay behind. “You can guard the house,” he said. 

What was William’s job? 

 

Tick one. 

cafe owner guard

gardener fisherman

a
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When William went away, what did he tell Bella to do?b
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Practice questions
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One morning she followed William down to  

the harbour and out to sea. William was cross. 

“A fishing boat is no place for a goose,” he 

said. But he let her stay. Bella loved life at sea.

Bella was lonely when William was away. 

She wished her wings were stronger so that 

she could fly after him. I will fly, thought 

Bella. She tried and tried... and at last she 

was flying perfectly. 

When Bella was learning to fly, she… 

 

Tick one. 

was lazy. did not try hard.

did not give up. found it easy.
 

1 mark 
R024958 

1
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Why was William cross with Bella?
 

1 mark 
R024959 

2
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In the afternoon the sky grew 

dark and a wild wind began to 

blow. It was too rough for fishing 

and then the engine broke down. 

The little boat was blown onto 

some rocks with a great crunch. 

“We’re shipwrecked,” said 

William. “Somebody will come.” 

But nobody came. Nobody knew 

they were there.

Why did the boat hit the rocks?

 

1 mark 
R024960 

3
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The boat hit the rocks with a great crunch. 

 

This means that it made… 

 

Tick one. 

a huge squeak. a big splash.

a long creak. a loud crash. 
 

1 mark 
R024962 

4
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Next morning William wrote a 

message and tied it to Bella’s 

leg. “Fly away home!” he said. 

I can do it, thought Bella. She 

flew straight to the Harbour 

Cafe. The other fishermen set out 

to rescue William and his boat. 

“Brave Bella!” said William. 

“When I get a new boat you can 

come with me whenever I go to 

sea.” Bella was happy. 

Where did Bella take William’s message? 

 

1 mark 
R026181 

5
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At the end of the story, Bella was happy. Why?

 

1 mark 
R024965 

6
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Number the sentences below from 1 to 4 to show the order they 

happened in the story. 

 

The first one has been done for you. 

 

William sent Bella to get help.

Fishermen came to rescue William.

The boat hit some rocks.

William went to sea on his boat. 1

 

 

1 mark 
R024966 

7
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